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Pi"iOTOGRAPHY ENTHUSIAST, stude~tsl
Custom black-and-white processing prmtmg.
J.~ine-gain or push proce:sing o~ fllm, Cont&ct
sheets or custom proofs. H1gh quality cnlargcmen·
Ls, mounting, etc. Advice, if asked. Call 265-2444
orcometo1717GirardBlvdNE.
tfn

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

.
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Rates: 15~conts per word por clay, one dollar
minimum. Advcrt!somcnLs run five ~r moro
1 ~onsocuUvc days with·no chango~, nme ccn·
ts por word por dny' Ino refunds lf,c:wcellcd
before f!ve insertions). ChtSslfJed !ld·
vcrt.iscments must be paid In advance.
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..... 1 .. PERSONALS
~ PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You have frien·
0

.~
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Ql

rls whocarent Birthright. 247·9819,

-

tfn

HAVE YOU EVER just needed someone to listen?
AGORA 277-3013, NW earner Mesa Vista,
9/5
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2. LOST&FOUND
FoUND ON-;;~~tb-campus, new artist brushes in
bng, 8}26. Cnll277-2il48 or 2!~·6109, _ _ _ _
9/~

FEMALE. ROOMMATE WANTED: sha_rc 3·
hedroom house, 1/3 rent, utilities, d,d,, Chr1s 2475
8257 evenings.
9/
BEDROOM WITH PRIVATE entrance, bath. 1
blocl[ off Central. near University $85, 265-6969,
268·0504..
9/8
MALE OR FEMALE or both to share ~-3
bedroom/2 bnth house, $65-$100 p/month m·
eluding utlli~ies. Come by 309 Harvard SE or le~~:
message. MJ!!~el.
THE CITADEL APARTMENTS~ An apartl!"'ent
complex for the young and t.he_ yo~ng at heart.
Rents start at. $135. Large sw1mmmg pool. Ef·
ficicncies & 1-bdrm available, furnished or un·
furnishzd. Walking distance to UNM. 152j;
University NE 243·2494,
9/

r,o81~; nLiJE DENiM Wallet between UNM &
Columbia, Need l'nrds inside dcspcrntcly. Rcwnrd,
Leave message at Lobo Office 138Mnrronf~.L1.1_._ · -H·O·-us· E 3-bdr i~baLh garag;~· $22,000.- $3000
•
'
'
. 9/8
down,877-1507.
'
.
··cm.JctFI£-~-;;-sJg;.1-Chthouse lawn
cJ-iEAP-TRANSP0RTA'l'ION! 150 mpg! Ide"-l for
Identify nnd ch~!~~y_2_:6-019_7._ _ •. -.-·9/ _
student, KTM motorizl':d bicycle. 345-5232. _ 9/8
J,·(jg-T;FE~JAI,E GHIWHOUND on campus 8/26.
Call number on lags or 255-5381~~~::!_3_~9,.: ___ 9/5
·-SUZUDi -1973. New chain, tires, sprockets,
A!lking $975. Call Rob 268-7233,
9/8
WE;VE-DEi~N- LDST-;~d-~·ve beon found. T.he
pcople who've found us have been- turned ~n With
FREAKS! 7 oz. bottle vendlng machine.
our sandwiches for lunch and our fnm~us ~Lzzas at
Very nostalgic. John 268-3477.
9/5
night Don't he lost-find us. Carrara s P1zza, 106
QUAD
MUSIC
SYSTEM:
Panasonic
recieiver.
B Co;nell SE. Just across the street, down th~
Pionecr turntable, Dynaco speakers, Two-years
alley between Stanford & Cornell,
9/3.
old, Originally $1200; asking $700. 842-9377. 9/5
LQ·S;r GRAY ADliL'r male cat since 8/28. Please
1971 CHALLENGER with AM-FM, 8 track
9/4
contact, 413 Colum b .La SE •
stereo. 256-0925 after 4. $1000,
9/4

5. FOR SALE

FOuND:

1972 DATSUN 510, 4 speed, AM Radio, 2 door,
36 000 milQs very good condition 293-7888 week·
da).s, 8 a.m.:!) p.m. or 881-0609 after 5 p.m. and
weekends $1900 or best.
9/9
TWIN-BED including- frame, headboard, mattrcs!;>, springs, 242-3560.
, 9/9

5

"750

FANTASTIC HOUSE; SALE, TV $50, electric
heater $10. Hand mixer $10. Girl's bike-needs
work $5. Mattress $5, sunlamp $5, dishes, clo_thes,
books, albums, Everything goes. 1013 Columb~a SE
No, 3, 255·2039.
9/9
NIKKOR-N AUTO 1:2.8 f/24mm. wide angle
lens/ Nikon F body (older model) with Nikon
Leather camera case. $150 or best offer. Come by
309 Harvard SE or leave me11sage. Miguel.
9/4
SALE at SILVER SUNBEAM ANTIQUES.
Women's & Men's clothing $1-$3 each. 3409 Cen·
traiNE.
9/4

6. EMPLOYMENT

NEED EXTRA MONEY'! Hnnd St~tch Co-op
needs you. Sell your hnnd·made clothmg, crafts,
2000 Central SE.
9/8

(n.ASSICAJ, .GUITAr< INS1'HUCTION, 'fom
Prisloe 247-8617.
_ 9/8
··sCHO~ ADMissiON. -i·cst o~i--11.
Prt'pare now, e:111 Profl:'ssionul Educators of New
9/~
Mexico Inc, 255-1901.
i;iif: iiA.i.LBTtCREATivii- ~IOVE~iENT th;u
advanced ballet, YO!!U, jazz 1 music dynamics. Mor·
ning, afternoon, evening classes. Krusfo(f School
or Fine Arts- 24 years in Albuquerque. 265·8150,

1:,.; w

9~"--··--·~--·
·- ··-· ---- -·· ---MmDI~E EASTERN BEI,LY Danl!e laught by
Marjorie at. ADT Studio, 805 Tijeras NW, 242·
0547,247-1830.
9/4
ESTATE sEMINAR for home buyers.
Luurn about contracts, financing and home value.
Mondays 'h30 pm. $1.5Q or $2.50 for couples.
University Rl~alty, 3420 I)omas. 266-9717 ·.-~~
Our
ovcrht"ad saves
;0 ~ money on inviiations, napklns, and wedding
photography. Crcntivt' S~rvlces Lld. 299·7930.
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9/16

·---·---"--TAP workshops. call Mime E~:
pcriment, children-adults_:__842·1080.
9/8

I

CONVERSATIONAL FRENCH classes. 24g·3327.
9/5

MiME ;nd

PASsPORT. .IDENTIFicATION photos. Lowest

I

price~

in town! Fast, plensing, Ncar UNM. Call
265-2444 ar come to 1717 Girard Blvd NE.
lfn

FA~lOUSQtJIVIRA.BOOKSHOP Rnd Photograph

I,

Gnllery is 1/z block from Johnson Gym on Cornell.
Special ortlcr servict'.
tfn
CUSTOM ULTRA·SONIC llRILLING. Cut
cabs-drilled nuggets. Stud('nt discount. J&B
9/9
Stones, 108 Morningside NE, ph 268-9598.
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DO YOU NEED

CASH?
Earn $ l 0 a week
donate twice weekly

BLOOD

I

\

PLASMA
DONOR CENTER

r

8 am to 5 pm
Tuesday-Saturday

I
I

20 PORTABE TV's $30·$60, 441 Wyoming NE.
255-5987.
10/22
1963 FORD FALCON, good condition and tran•
sportatlon, $250. 256·0352.
9}3
SELL 1972 DA'fSUN, excellent. condition, good
mileage, 836·4562 nrter 5:..
.
9/3
BICYCLES- Low~st prices and lnrgcst selection ol
the-finest European makes, R.C. Hallett's World
Chnmpion Bicydes, 2122 Coal PI SE. 843-9878.
Opcn til9 p.m.
. Lfn
"ANTiQUE FUilNI'rURE. vinta~e clothing, quilts,
lots of miscellaneous. Silver Sunbenm Antiques.

~~09 c:.~~r~-'-~~·--·

·------~

'58.'rR·3 BODY restored, engine overhauled, ex
9/9
new clutch, real jewel, $3500, 345-05S2.

8. MISCELLANEOUS
ARTS AND CRAFTS common market, 219 Rio
Bravo. Space available every Saturday and_SJ.m·
day for artists,craftsmcn, potters and sliversmiths. Sell direct to puhlic, 877·9691.
9/5
BE PRACTICAL, yet liv;·~;il~ Buy this 14 "60
mobile home in Faur Hills. Il c.'ln be paid in just
four years at $115 monthly with $1400 down or
trade. Owner• 296·5060.
9/S

---------· ----c.-, _ ,-•

WANTED PERSON to shnre driving-expenses
from Santa Fe to UNM. M·T-W. 988·5769.
9/4
DRIVER WITH cAR needed for elderly couple.
Terms and time to be decided. Te1266-G763.
9/0
--~----

liANG GLIDER-Skysport-red, white, &
blue many Xtras Jay 265·9472.
9/9

SR·11 CALCULATOR for sale call345-5232.

9/9

Ull~l
In solid
silver,
sterling

of course. Hand sculpted
des1gn, wi+h 24" chain.
119.95

1307 CENTRAL NE

LaW
ScQool

cfidm1s~io11

TecBt
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les Whitten Interview:
Views On Watergate,
Jackson And Oil Firms

:O.:t•t\

ito School

Students

No"\\'" Hair!
If what you're
looking for is
a hair-do that's
easy to take care
of, and looks good
all of the time,
Then Lol-La-Pa-Loo-Za
has a style that is
~~~;,-.,
right for you.

IPL-V-PA-IPO-ZA HAIR DESIGN_
1123 Central NE
842-8565

FLASH GoR.ooN

iew Coup

~1r

Long or Short
Thick or Fine
Curly or Straight

11,100 Candelaria NE
293-2929

Yes! Yes! It's the original
Flash Gordon Movies

\.
,I

''

\

By Jon Bowman
The ASUNM Senate last night
passed a bill to fund the student
activities program in the SUB
and allocated $50 for a plaque to
honor outgoing UNM President
Ferrel Heady.
The Senate also passed a bill
which funds the ASUNM Film
Committee $3000 and another appropriating $1340 to cover rent
for the International Center on
campus.
The SUB activities program
bill passed hy acclamation,
although Senator Dick Lees had
earlier suggested the Monday
free films be cut from the
programming to trim costs. A
total of $2326 was given to the
program,
The Heady commemorative
plaque produced heated debate
and was eventually funded $50
rather than the original $150.
Senator David Greer said the
idea of having a plaque was
"bullshit."
"A plaque won't mean
anything to him," Greer said.
"They're a dime a dozen."
His sentiments were echoed by
Senator leslie Ingham who said in
lieu of giving President Heady R
plaque, she would be willing to
"make bim a pie."
ASUNM President Alan
Wilson supported giving the
plaque because "during a time of
unrest at UNM, this man gave
the University seven to ten years

of his life."
The plaque allocation passed
by a vote of eight to four.
The Film Committee was given
$3000, partially to cover debts in·curred by last year's committee
and also to purchase a new
projector and provide advertising for the SUB Theatre
moyies.
Speaking on behalf of the Film
Committee, Ron Kay said the
new projector would sub·
stantially cut down the cost of
running the theatre. He also said
the committee's old projectors
could be sold to defray the costs
of buying new equipment,
In other action, the Senate
gave money to the Union Crafts
Area to buy a kiln, and allocated
$300 to Angel Flight, the
women's auxilliary to UNM
ROTC.
The Angel Flight bill passed
nine to three, receiving sustained
opposition from Senators Lees,
Greer and Kathy Martinez. Lees,
in particular, opposed the bill
because he said it would not
benefit the students.
The Senate also heard from
Ann eta Barnes, the fourth
ASUNM 'Senator to resign in
recent weeks, who told the group
she was leaving "for personal
reasons,
"I decided I wanted to leave
for awhile," she said. "I had to
get away to do something for
myself."

Photo by Renata Golden
For the first time in the Southwest a comprehensive
Les Whitten, assistant to Jack Anderson
proach course for the Law School Admissions Test Is
offered Professional Educators of New Mexico, Inc.
washington, D.C. offers two preparatory courses to help you
with the first crucial step in your professional career.
Professional instruction by licensed attorneys to prepare
your for the LSAT examination.
Limited enrollment for maximum student i~voivement.
Updated course materlais.refiecting current subject
on LSAT exams.
Specialized techniques, developed by PEl. to help
By Joseph Monahan
Those were some of the
exam scores.
.
thoughts expressed by writer
,
press, despite Watergate, Les Whitten yesterday as he
A course approach designed for you to ach1e~e
scores on the exam by using knowledge obta1ned 1n
a "weak state," the oil com- toured the UNM campus before
college curriculum.
are getting away with opening the 1975·76 ASUNM
. PENM guarantees that if you do not score 600 or agoln!llhJrv
rip-offs and Senator speakers program.
on the LSAT or on the MCAT you may take the course
Jackson of Washington is
In an interview with the LOBO
at no charge.
f r o n t r u n n e r f o r t h e and KUNM, Whitten also hit his
cratic
presidential Washington collegues for
"lacking a sense of outrage" and
Eolmatul'l ur
\h•\uu hu
"go-along people." Even afbeing
r~n lin~ :.•wn
,\ll,llt[Ut•nrttt•. :-it• I\ ~lt•um~il~--,
ter
the
exposure of a great deal
l:llfil :,!;,;, 1 HH
of criminal acitivity by the Nixon
administration Whitten said the
By Kathy Perovich
Washington press corps still acThe Original
UNM's
role
as
the largest educational institution
cepts government handouts as
truth and that the fervor for in- in the state, library improvement and the Mann
case were discussed by President-designate Bud
40 students at vestigative reporting is confined
Davis
at yesterday's Faculty Policy Committee
ean Center, a branch of to a few reporters.
(FPC)
meeting.Whitten, 46, has worked for
located in Quito, Ecuador,
UPI,
the Washington Post and
caught in fighting resulting
an attempted military coup Radio Free Europe. He admits
that during his last two years at
Radio
Free Europe he was in fact
of the students were
working
for the CIA. But as a
or injured, however. The
ts, who are studying at the reporter for Anderson he said
arrived in Quito on any story is game excepting
15 and started classes possibly one: investigative
stories on newspapers that carry
25.
the
Anderson column.
members of the
Whitten
explained
the
military, dissatisfied
pressures
that
prevent
ABC,
government, staged a
(not to be confused with Flesh Gordon)
NBC and CBS from going after
coup on September 1.
controversial
stories are present
g broke out between mid·
for
the
Anderson
column.
and 1 a.m. and continued
"I guess if a paper that carried
the day, making it
us
did something really awful we
I'P••10.1e for the students to atwould go after it," he said.
classes.
In analyzing the press overall,
Latin American Center at
Whitten
said "it is a fine inShowing Next Week
Albuquerque, today
a cable from the Andean stitution in relative terms, just
Lobo Pholo
Flash Gordon no. 1 and T.V. Madness
William "Bud" Davis
and Garth M. Hansen, compare it to the oil companies
director for the Latin and you'll see what I mean."
Tue. Sept. 2 thru Fri. Sept. 5
Davis appeared before the Committee to answer
Whitten· said Jack Anderson is
Center informed the
questions
concerning many of the different facets
that the students were "a great guy to work with" and concerning University life.
in class yesterday, the day that he has had the most freedom
When asked about the replacement of Chester
with him in his 25 years in reporwas attempted.
10 am 'til 3 pm thesaidcoup
Travelstead,
vice-president for academic affairs
SUB Ballroom lobby
no real danger to the ting. Whitten defined his role (who will be retiring next spring) Davis stressed
with Anderson as primarily a.
was anticipated,
he had no one in mind for the position. He said he
l(!ontlnut'd on pagt> 2)
1

MAIL CHECK OR h.O· TO!

RESIDENCE

ALBUQUERQUE

·

l'mrt"'l~lutt;tl

DOCTOR IN

842-6991

Senate Funds Activities

TYPESETTING AND LAYOUT paste-up ex·
perience needed for good steady part·time work pt.
Dataco, Call John, 243·2841.
9/9

PART 'fiME JOB, graduate students only .. Af·
ternoons & evenings. Must be able to workFrJd~y
& Saturday nights. Must be 21 years old. Ap~ly m
person no phone calls please. Save Way Liquor
Stores: 5704 Lomas NE, 5516 Mr.naul NE.
9/19

Friday is the last day to
drop add free and to pick
up athletic ID cards.

Funds For Heady. Gift

25% Off!·

PART TIME and full time job available] Sales,
warehouse at La Belle's Dist. Clerical positions
nre open now through·Christmas !or eager coll~ge
students 49 Applil'ations are being accepted durmg
regular store hours, Apply al La Belle's, 4920
Menaul.
-----~
NEED RELIABLE person to do housework &
some babysitting Tuesdays & Wednesdays, 12:00·
9:00pm, $40/week. University area. Call Chris
Jones, 277·3930, 842·8137.
9/4

COOKS, DEI.IVERY PERSONS. Apply at
Carrara's, 106 B Cornell SE Down the alley, 9/3

••

Thursday, September 4, 1975

Gibson Acoustic
Guitars

-~

'

DAILY

CLOWNS NEEDED to work Saturdays. Call
Gary Darker evenings 881·3906.
9/8

C"QKE

""·-

New Mexico

·-··~-·-··..,.........___

4. FOR RENT

MnrrOn Hall room 131 or by mail to:
Classified Advertising, UNM Box 20,
Albuquerque, N.M.
87131.

-

Several indlviduals were con·
firmed to ASUNM positions last
night, chief among them: Susan
Walton, ASUNM Election Commission chair; John Rucker,
ASUNM Treasurer: Brian Sanderoff, ASUNM Attorney
General: Rob Baldwin, chairman
of the Film Committee; and
Kevin Bliss, Popular Entertainment Committee (PEC)
chair.

Lobe Pholo

Sen. Annetta Barnes

Also confirmed were Carol
Boss and Delano Greenidge to
the Film Committee, Stuart
Walker and Ricahrd Glitsch to
the EIPction Commission, Hillary
Atkins, Richard Nunez and Greg
Abarr to PEC, and Tom Neff to
the Union Board.

Faculty Group Questions Davis,
Discusses University Problems
anticipated strong faculty and Regent input in the
selection.
Davis emphasized reflecting a positive attitude
to the Regents, and when asked about the Mann
case Davis said he was aware of a failure to follow
necessary procedures.
"But I am not familiar enough with the specifics
of the case to make judgements on it," he said.
Davis described a process enacted last year at
Idaho Sta~e whereby each faculty member,
tenured or non-tenured, would be subject to
review once· every five years. The evaluation committee, being composed of department chairmen,
the Dean of the appropriate college and the
Academic Vice-President.
"Some system of evaluation is important in·
eluding peer review and departmental review,"
Davis said.
Davis endorsed the idea of a facQ!ty senate, expressing confidence that such a body would be able
to perform important decision making duties.
Citing the large number of Albuquerque
residents enrolled at· UNM, Davis said UNM
should avoid being strictly an Albuquerque institution.
"Currently many of the best students in the
state are attending college elsewhere. We need to
actively recruit these students," Davis said.
He outlined UNM's role as meeting the
educational needs of all the state's residents.
Davis acknowledged the problem of understaffing in the library, but stressed that the
total holdings ·compare favorably with other in·.
stitutions in. the southwest.
·
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Dr. Richard Levine, acting
director of the Student Health
Center (SHC), noted two other
revisions in the new policy.
As before, the insurance will
C'l cover visits to other doctors or
~ hospitals in case of emergency or
~ if referred by the SHC.
However, if a student does seek
outside medical attention on
referral, a written referral from
the SHC must accompany a
claim.
If a student is not satisfied
with his/her treatment at the
center and chooses. an outside
doctor rather than someone else
on the SHC staff, the visit will
not be covered by insurance,
Levine said.

Special ASUNM Election To Be Held

Photo by~.,.,. w"''•••r'
Richard Levine

student is an inpatient
(hospitalized) and only up ~o
$1000. Outpatient treatment xs
not covered.
Stephen Chreist, the agent in
charge of student health insurance, is on vacation and not

ASUNM will be holding a
special election within two_ weeks
to fill four vacancies in its
Senate.
The election is tentatively set
for Sept. 17, coinciding with the
first day of the Graduate student
Association election.
Susan Walton, ASUNM Election Commission chair, said persons wishing to run for the
vacancies should sign up in the
ASUNM office, room 242 in the
SUB. To qualify for running, a
candidate must have attended
UNM for at least one semester

senators who recently
fromASUNM.
The Senators who
were Angelo Barela,
Woody, Annetta Barnes and
Baca.
The regular ASUNM fall
tion will be in late October
early November. The four
senators may run for , ~-~"""""
in this fall's regular election.

and have a grade point of at least
2.0.
Walton said she is looking into
the possibility of getting voting
machines for the special election
and added there would probably
be three to five polling sites
established.
The new senators elected will
serve for six to eight weeks to
complete the terms left by fo~r

Whitten Interview ...
college students to get inv·olve
with PIRG so they could have
decisive role in for'mul ·
public policy.

(Continued from page 1)

reporter but occasionally he does
write a column. He was responsible for the Anderson column on
PIRG's (Public Interest Research
Groups) and yesterday he urged

Whitten has covered
conventions since 1956
this point he said Sen.
the frontrunner. He char
terized the Washington
as "capable but dull" and if i
came down to a chaise net:wce
Jackson and Ford he said
would probably vote for Ford.
Speaking ow the subject
local politicians Whitten ·
Senator Joe Montoya
was doing a "lot for the
guy" and that Mon
questions during the W
hearings in 1973 were
thought out. On New Nlexxco
congressman Manuel L
Whitten said Lujan was a
se's ass" for knocking
Ford's recent statement on
possibility of her daughter
having an affair.
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Free Factory Repair Clinic and Demonstration
Bring in your YASHICA cameras for complete service absolutely free of charge
for parts and labor. Meet Mr. Roy Okata, direct factory representative and the
famous Shinno, YASHICA's service technician who will be doing the repairs.
Also on hand, Mr. Larry Davis and Mr. Ted Yokofich, West coast regional sales
managers, who will demonstrate the versatility of the famous YASHICA AX
camera and other YASHICA products. Friday September 5 from 12 noon to 8:00 p.m.
Saturday

10 a.m.- 5 p.m.

Wlnrock Center - Cameras lst level ~ East Side

Best Camera Buy In N. M.
YASHICA~ELECTRO

..
:, ···AX

-

NEW

YASHICA

TM

"McDonald's Quarter-Pounder. Or Quarter-Pounder
with Cheese. Just right for a heavy appetite."

I
•
Special Multi Coated Lens

MENAUL AT SAN PEDRO
LOMAS AT SAN PEDRO
CANDELARIA AT EUBANK
5324 4th STREET N.W.
AT JUAN TABO

Regularly

.,

I'

•Glare & Flare reduced
•Sharper Detail
·Much Truer Color

Originally

Mid's
fMcJon~.

i

$39997
$29997

l

CLINIC SALE PRICE
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FM
'·

99.6

0

STEREO

THUNDERBIRD
BAR
P•acitas. New
Me~ico.

867~9911

September
Sth. 6th. 7th. Admission l.So
·. ·... .. . .. . . . ....
.

·~

'

Why spend $300.00 or more on an automatic single lens reflex
camera when the new YASHICA AX can be yours for just under $220.00.
Never before has a camera been offered at this price with all of these
features!
·
Features:
, Multi Coated Lenses
.Copal Square Shutter
.Fully automatic with Infinite number of speeds from 8 seconds to
l;lOOOth. Versatility of manual control. Standard Pentax mount
complete with case.

\
I

I
1

1
1

With Case
Some Trade-ins Accepted
Add $39.00 for F/14 Lens
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The Committee on University Planning has completed its final report
and in the report the University's problems are listed,
><
We must commend the committee on its report but in actuality the
(j)
has only "officially" named the problems of UNM.
committee
~
Among the problems named by COUP were: the financial crisis facing
~
Q)
UNM, the status of Zimmerman Library, the students who attend UNM
unprepared (due to New Mexico's primary and secondary schools), the
high
student/faculty ratios, and programs that are initiated without
Q)
bo adequate planning.
o:l
p..
The financial crisis at UN M is a recurring problem brought on by the lack
of communication between state government and the University. What
communication there was between the two bodies is hampered by narrow
minded legislators (some with a Southern drawH who see UN M. as "that
damn hippie school." The UNM administration helps out the situation by
performing a vaudeville act before the state legislature in the guise of a
financial presentation.
0
<.>
,...

.

Perhaps my biggest mistake has been in not seeking emelsewhere, and thereby giving my tacit par·lnotmv support to an institution that seems to be shot
with moral turpitude at all bureaucratic levels. The
that "basically no one at this University will take the
for anything that occurs," is very simple.
i I
as we have seen in many instances, is well enin upper levels as high up as the Board of Regents
even (gasp!) the Governor. It is very difficult to prevent
i official profligacy from filtering down in the form of
li
and proce.dures to the very bottom levels of the initlltil>n". hierarchy. Thus it. is that many University emwho have even a modicum of social conscience face

z

""'

The problems of Zimmerman Library represent a miniature bureaucracy
that must wade through stacks of its own paperwork to shelve one book.
(One thing Zimmerman does not lack is books.)
Students who attend UNM unprepared are the result of undermanning
at the smaller New Mexico schools and experimental education at the
larger schools. The small schools have neither the teachers nor the
facilities while the larger schools graduate functional illiterates. At the
larger schools there is the tendency to experiment with students. (Large
schools turn out students who can give you a Freudian interpretation of
Shakespeare but cannot construct a correct sentence.)
The high student/faculty ratios are due to the financial crisis and a
legislature that refuses to admit that UNM is still the state's largest university.

Editor:
I can bear silence no longer! The.
time has come for me to take my
tennis racquet firmly in hand and
lob back my views regarding NMPIRG.

I am a transfer student from a
California university at which there
is an active and effective PIRG
program. Now, I am not one of
these California chauvinists who
claim that everything is better and

A Plea For Mail

DOONESBURY
j

I.
f{

.\.
I

'
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a weighty set of alternatives .. yve c~n spea_k out_ag~inst the
madness and face the poss1b11ity of.1mmed1ate d1sm1ssal for
insubor~ination (University Policies and ~ractices Section II,
subsections 2.2 and 2.3). Or we can silently tolerate the
situation, and pass the buck to the higher levels where
decisions are made, whenever we are confronted with injustic_e _and I or administrative run-ar~un~s. It should not b~
surpnsmg that, for hard and basi? bre~d-an~-butter
reaso~s, many ~f us choose th~ latter alternative. It 1s more a
quest1on of su~1val than ?f ethic~.
.
.
It was Publius Cornelius Tac1tus, the Roman h1stonan,
who said, "The more corrupt the state, the more laws." And
it would seem that this criticism applies on national and state
levels as well as at this University. As one who has access to
numerous "Policies and Practices" manuals, I can say that
by and large they serve only to give the impression of sound
management. It would appear that, for many administrators,
an ounce of image is worth a pound of action. Not many are
willing to go outside the bounds of official policies and
procedures in order to get something done.
As for the University being an "institution that cannot fire
anyone," the editorial left out one important and wideOuite
ad-

9'

z

('[>

mini~t~ators. are

kept on the payroll by giving them an
ausp1c1ous title, moving them into an office with a closed
door, and relieving them of all significant responsibility.
Such persons are seldom heard from again until retirement
when they are eligible for more tax-payed income in th~
form of pensions .
I am associated with a part of the University whose sole
purpose is to provide service. Yet, since last spring, service
has steadily declined along with employee morale, and the
management is strangely preoccupied with creating tomes
of policies and procedures to cover every conceivable
situation.
And there are indications of unethical and
perhaps illegal practices which are effectively masked from
inspection by these tomes.
It is a very difficult and frustrating situation in which 1 find
myself. I fully realize that the fastest way to eliminate
corruption, and the necessary first step, is to remove corrupt
people from positions of power. But 1 am very hesitant
about risking my livelihood, my job security, and 1 am not
sure that such action would provide for greater peace of
mind than does the assurance of a roof over my head and
food on the table. The official policies block me from obreal evidence of the

;_
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JEANS AND JACKETS Wlnt SANFOR·SET
Jeans and Jackets the way you like them . . .
Pre-washed. Pre-softened and Pre-faded. Sedgefield
pre-washed also has sanfor-set a new process that
keeps denim from puckering and twisting. Sedgefleld
jeans and jackets they "Do
Nothing", but
they look great.

PRE-WASHED
FLARE JEANS

PRE-WASHED
BELL JEANS
PRE-WASHED
DENIM JACKETS
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Views Regarding NMPIRG

brighter in sunny Southern Cal,
CaiPIRG works. The PIRG
conducts and regularly
concise comparative reports
As for the programs without adequate planning, this problem goes back
supermarket
prices, bank
to certain faculty and certain students who must reinforce their egos by
options,
dentist
fees, etc. They
having their own "specialized" classes. (I want to learn Indonesian basket
vestigate the auto industry, the
weaving, not Micronesian basket weaving.)
of inflammable materials
The COUP report, with its recommendations, will now be presented to
the UNM Regents for inspection.
children's pajamas, and a
I
The report involved a lot of work but it will require even more work to
of other consumer concerns.
remedy the situation. We can only hope that it does not follow the path of Students:
join with the Sierra Club on
other reports and end up filed indefinitely. (Or end up in a circular file.)
I am presently confined as an inmate in the London Correctional_ in- of conservation. The PIRG is
organization of movers
stitution serving a small Sentence here. I have been here for some t1me
shakers.
They not only inv•esl:iqol'
now: without correspondence from anyone except my family of course: I
but
also
initiate
change.
was wondering if you would or could consider running an ad or short arby Garry Trudeau ticle in your daily Newspaper for correspondence. I am in need of some
Admittedly, at the llni•vfmliiV
friends to write to. I would like to write to anyone who would like to previously attended the PIRG
correspond with me here: I am Black : With big Brown Eyes: Black Hair were voluntary. But who
HI. J'M 613/?AttJO
and my weight is 175 lb. My height is Six feet. I am from Brooklyn, New begrudge student funding to
RIV&RA, 1/NtJ TilE
York: 1 have been staying here in Ohio for some time now. This is an awful, worthwhile organization?
IS A SPliCIAL
lonely
place to be, especially since I have no contact with the outside and · paying for athletics, but I, for
&OITIONOF
do not intend to attend
so on. I only have my family left to correspond with.
'GOO[) NIG!Ir;
games. On the other hand, I
It
is
especially
lonely
when
mail
call
comes
every
afternoon,
and
N5tll YOR.K" I
for
groceries once a week.
everyone gets mail and I don't receive any. I waul~ appreci~te it very m~c_h
f
if you would consider running this Ad or short Art1ce or art1cle, ~know 1t IS pretty darn useful to know
not generally your policy to run an Ad of this nature, If I could send you th_e I'm going to get ripped off.
The
PIRG
justifies
money for what the Ad costs, f would be more than glad to do so, but th1s
assessment
of
two
dollars
institution will not allow us to do that.
·
every
student.
1 am dreaming of things that I know that will happen to me, which is
beautiful. You, Dream lofty d.reams, and as you dream, so shall you
become. Your vision is the promise of what you shall one day be; your
ideal is the prophecy of what you shall at least or last unveil The greatest
achievement was at first and for a time a dream. The oak sleeps in the
acorn; the bird waits in the egg; and in the highest vision of the soul a
waking angel stirs. Dreams are the seedlings of realities.
AMONG MY Gl/$15
Your circumstances may be the uncongenial, but they shall not long
7lJNfGHT111<6 II RJR/11!3!<.
so if you but perceive an Ideal and strive to reach it. You cannot
remain
CITY CIJMPli<fJtW<., A
(.(ff.ZL- At$0
TOP 1/NION OFFICIAL,
travel within and stand still without. You must strive to find, and that
fiAVG A CIJP,
liN[)- AS MY SP/iC/1/L
which you find, is as hard as steel. The beauty that forms in you~ mind, the
ll J/JNK/!3, ANO
61/&ST- AN /I[)M/7Tcf)
loveliness that drapes your purest thoughts, for out of them will grow all Lelters to the Editor ...
TilE MAYOR.
Nfi/18&1<. OF 71ft=
lt/N&P.
delightful conditions, and heavenly environment; ?f these, if I. but rem~in
Letters to the
FI#!N:i MIO!?tE
true
to
them,
My
world
will
at
last
be
built.
To
des1re
IS
to
obtam;
to
aspire
should be no longer than
f
f Ct/155.
to or is to achieve. Shalf man's basest desires receive the fullest measure words, typ0wri tt0n
of gratification and his purest aspirations starve for lack of sustenance? double spacl•cl.
Such is not th~ Law; such a condition of things can never obtain; "Ask
Send<•r's natn<'.
and receive." I am asking_, can I receive Smile; I thank you.
Mr. Melvin L. Posey and tel0phOJW numlwr
Post Office Box 69 be included with the letter
Seal Number 138-g2o it will not IJP considc>n'd
London, Ohio 43140 publication. Names will
b~· with!wld upon l'PCJUl'Sl.l

I

Note: Due to circumstanc~s and by mut~_tal
,•.-:me1U of the author and the ed1tor, the jollow1ng
appears unsigned.
. . "

read the September 2 Lobo ed1tonal, Where Does the
Stop?", with considerable personal interest. I am a
nive1·siity employee, and I think I have the "backbone to
re~ponsibility or at least confess to (my) mista~es.". I
'il 1im1~ my commen.ts here t? the part of the ~111vers!ty
i wh1ch I am assoc1ated, lettmg others draw the1r own 111-

The COUP Report
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HEW Says More Minority
Children Expelled than Whites

]~~~

Jobless Ride for Half Fare
you're out of work in Detroit."
With that full-page ad today _in the New York Times, Con·
tinental Trailways Bus Company launched its bid to get In·
terstate Commerce Commission permission to cut fares in half
for unemployed persons.
The half fare program, launched at a time when Trail ways'
ridership is down, is designed to help people "get from where
J'obs are not to where they are," said Frederick G. Currey,
Chairman of the board of Trailways.
Currey said the bus company is a crrier predominantly of
"low income and middle income Americans," and a program that
he lps customers also will help trailways. The company will ask
the ICC to Jet it sell the discount tickets for interstate bus trips
Sept. 8 through Nov. 6.

Army Can Search Gls
WASHINGTON- The U.S. Court of Appeals has ruled the
Army does not violate constitutional rights of soldiers by sear·
ching them without warrants for illegal drugs.
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Director of NORML (National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws)
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SUB Ballroom
General Public - $100, Students with· I.D. - Free
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"For our equipment to work
Irish noted the KUNM staff is
right, we have to have air-' "feeling pretty positive about
conditioned, refrigerated air," moving because we'll have winshe said. "That might take up to dows and more space.
two years to get in Onate. In the
meantime, we'll have to make do
with some other sort of airconditioning."
She also said the facility in
Every Sunday Morning to
Onate will require some
remodeling to fit the needs of
Parkview Baptist Church
KUNM.
Bus leaves La Posada park"We don't have the money to
ing lot at 9:15 a.m. and
do it (remodeling)," she said.
"We're depending on the adreturns at 1 2:1 5 p.m. A light
ministration for the money. A lot
breakfast is served at the
will depend on how much this is
church. For more information
going to cost."
call 242-2 606.

Paisano's Rolling Pizza
The End of a Cold Pizza
Cooked at your door
FREE Delivery to Students
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You Are Tired
Of The 01' Way?
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Beginning of School Special
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BIKING IS FUN

MIZUTANI 250

Assistant D.A. for Albuquerque

faculty member would teach z
CD
M103 and 104 sometime so they ::1i
could understand the students.
~
CD
Following the meeting, Rhodes ;..:
said the faculty wanted to keep C'>
~·
standards high but reasonable. 0
tj
"There's no way we can say get r»
out to anyone-they might make ~'-'1
it. We can't give up on anyone."
t'"'
The music faculty meets the 0
first Tuesday of every month at p0'
2:30p.m., if there is something to rJ:J
CD
be discussed.
·
'CI

Regular Size

\

~

Dairq

•

*Takara

Keith Stroup

i

up Voter

Have·A

*Peugeot

I

8:00 p~m.

KUNM-FM will soon be
leaving its facilities in the
basement of the Student Union
Building (SUB) and moving to
new quarters in Onate Hall.
Sharon Irish, KUNM station
manager, said the move was
necessary because of remodeling
. ·..,
..
"
scheduled for the SUB. She said
Photo by Lee W~lliver
the radio station originally wanWilliam E. Rhodes
ted housing in Mesa Vista Hall,
but was told it would be impossible to get.
"The University vice presidents felt they could commit themselves to giving us room in
Onate," she said. "We decided to
One of the actions taken by the ASUNM Senate at its meeting last
. h men t of avo t er R eg1stratwn
·
· Comm1ttee.
·
go ahead with the plan."
was th e· es t a.bl IS
,
Irish said the move will occur
Th e committees
purpose 'is to increase registration here so as to sometime before January
.
·
d
and
stu ents more voting power and to increase our base for lobt~~;~;'",:" I~sal'd D'IC k L ees, ASUNM
senator who sponsored the could take place as soon as
.
Thanksgiving.
Comm1'ttee b"ll
1
.
· a 1so coor d'mator of Morris Udall's presidential cam"The main problem with Onate
Lees, w ho IS
(which is on the corner of Camon campus, said the committee
· d will not discriminate against pus and Girard) is that it's really
· vo t ers b ecause of th e1r esired political affiliation.
He said the committee's duties would not duplicate those already out of the way of the main camby groups such as the League of Women's Voters.
pus," she said. "That's one of the
original reasons why we didn't
"After we register a great majority of the campus, I hope we can in- look closer at it in the beginstudents to get out and vote and be active," he said.
ning."
The chief registrar for the committee must be appointed by the
She said another problem with
President.
KUNM's future home is the lack
Applications for the post can be picked up in Room 242 of the SUB. of proper air-conditioning there.

Reg"lstrat"lo'n Co m m "ttee
I .

I

who did well in theory and eartraining but did not even know
how to hold their instruments.
Darrel R. Randall, an assistant
professor, said he thought the
problem of variously prepared
students will be solved in three
to four years. He said letters had
been sent to high school music
departments to let them know
the standards expected, and improvement in incoming freshmen
was already noticeable.
Rhodes said he hoped each

KUNM-FM to Relocate Studios
At Onate Hall After Remodeling

The Bike
Shop

I

Should Marijuana
Be Decrinainalized

Donald C. McRae, associate
dean of Fine Arts, said the courses were a screening process
because the faculty cannot tell
what each student is at first. "At
the end of two semesters we will
know whether they're music
majors, potentially," he said.
Some .of the applied music
faculty said they had students
who were bored in M103 and 104
yet could not pass the placement
exams to enter the next level.
Others said there were stud~nts

Thedeci~ooreven~adidrktoomtfi~~gili~sMRh~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

made in a drug control program by the Army's European Command violate 4th Amendment requirement of warrants for such
searches.
"The soldier cannot reasonably expect the Army barracks to
be a sanctuary like his civilian home," the Appeals court said in
its ruling Tuesday.

r-·-.._. __ .._..._._._..,___._....._......_..._..._____ . _. . __..._.._._._..._._---..-..-·----1
ASUNM Speakers Committee
~
~
Presents
I

posted on music faculty doors.
Students should tell faculty members if interested.
The faculty also discussed
dropping Music 103 and 104, the
beginning theory and eartraining classes which are taken
simultaneously .

AS uN M Sets

WASHINGTON-"A good J'ob in denver is no damn good if

T
0
'\V AREHOUSE

t~

Financial awards and the
of dropping Music 103
104 were the main topics of
he music faculty meeting
TuesdB'Y afternoon.
William E. Rhodes, chairman
the music department, asked
faculty to give more thought
whom they choose for awards.
said $2100 had been awarded
this semester to students who
not.come to UNM.
"They didn't even bother to
we're not coming," he said.
I'm old-fashioned but I
I think apologies are
nec1~ss:1ry "
Rhodes announced a new
to be given once in
mtm,urv of Larry McGehee, a forstudent. Four music majors
be given $100 each which can
used towards books or tuition.
Jane Snow, co-chairman of the
;enotar!;nip committee, said six
awards are available now
music majors including a oneKathy Eckert memorial for
.50.
A list of the awards will be

.

o..-~ H&'l·
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By M.S. Tully

WASHINGTON- The FBI, criticized by Richard M. Nixon in
1948 whim he was a congressman making his name in the Alger
Hiss case, Wednesday released documents showing Nixo~ got
information from . Whittaker Chambers and leaked 1t to
newspapers or the FBI.
·
The documents, released under the Freedom of Information
Act, picture Cham hers as giving leads to the House of UnAmerican Activities Committee-of which Nixon was a mern·
her. Nixon then would rap the FBI for not getting information,
the records show, or leak it to FBI agents.
Nixon, then a California Republican congressman, entered
national prominance on the case against Hiss, a former state
department official accused of being a Co;n~unist spy. W_ith
Chambers-himself a confessed spy-testlfymg agamst h\rn,
Hiss was convicted of perjury in 1950. Nixon, his chief committee accuser, became Vice President in 1952.
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Nixon Leaked Info to FBI
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ARABESQUE PAPER ENTERPRISES.
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World

WASHINGTON
(UPI)- records of all disciplinary ac- civil rights information it
receives annually from the
Minority school children are ex- tions.
nation's
16,000 school systems.
pelled far more than whites "in
HEW's office for civil rights
r:J)
"This
data shows that, in many
man y h u n d r e d s of s c h o o I did not identify the school sys0
..0
tems " the Department of terns but said it will check to see hundreds of school systems
0
~:alth,
'Education and Welfare ~f fed,eral civil rights laws are be- throughout the nation, minority
..:<
children are receiving a
» (HEW) said Wednesday in or- mg vwlated.
.--<
-~
~
HEW said it recently analyzed disproportionate number of
dering superintendents to keep
Q
~ .
'-·- -- •·--------H discipline actions in the form of
0
expulsions and suspensions and
-~
and are heing suspended for
1><1
longer periods than non-minority
Retailers of Fine, Imported Artists' Papers
~
.cl)ildren." ·
Stock up on the best in drawing, printmaking and .
?.::
In a .letter to all state
watercobr papers for Fall Semest;..:e:.,:.r·~=-----,
z
education heads and local school
superintendents, HEW ordered
'""
AlP"'"
VO"
oooofford.
that
more detailed records be
b.O
Arches Cover (per sheet) - - $.89
~
kept
to
help federal investigators
(10 or more)- -.84
D.<
determine
whether they are
Rives BFK
(per sheet) - - .89
obeying the laws.
(10 or more) - - .84
Starting this school year, for
Also available: Arches Sllkscreen, Arches watercolor,
example, schools are required :l
Classico watercolor, Copperplate, Cosmos Blotting, J. Green
log every instance of expulsion,
Watercolor, and Rives Lightweight and Heavyweight.
suspension, corporal punishMore than 50 additional kinds of papers may be ordered
ment,· referral to special classes
Samples and paper available at our retail outlet:
or
schools to change behavior,
McCharrls Gallery, 118 Richmond NE, 266-0783 (5-9 pm)
transfer
to another calss or
Or Write: Arabesque,
or
other disciplinary acschool,
920 Los Arboles Ave. NW, Albuquerque, N.M. 87107
tions.
Bulk sales at even larger discounts.
The new record keeping
requirements apply to all PJJ blic
and private school systems
receiving federal aid, which includes most schools in the coJJntry ..
The schools must also record
all dropouts and hearings on
PLEASE CHECK BOX FOR
•.. - '!"'. .
students discipline, with each
/
•o
CALCULATOR IS! ORDERED
report
showing the sex and race
Add 52 ,n for handling to below pnces
or ethnic origin of the student.
On a related subject, HEW
0 SR 10 ... $ 39.95
said other checks have exposed
o sR 1e ... $ 44.95 "ctlrist~~~
discriminatory assignments of
2550 .... $ 37.95
children to special education
. . . . LJ 5050 .... $113.95
programs.
Special education includes
SR-50-$74.95
classes
for children who are gifACCEPTED:
ted, retarded, emotionally or
SR-51-$113.95 814-237-.::i~!:
socially maladjusted, or
physically handicapped.
6% sales tax
HEW said that placing too
many or too few children of any
race, sex or ethnic background in
227 W BEAVER AVE STATE COLLEGE.PA 16801
such special classes may indicate
10 DAY With Cerlifled check only
a violation of at least two civil
DELIVERY
rights laws which prohibit
federal
funding
for
discriminatory programs.
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Inquire Into The Faith and Practice
Of The Episcopal Church
Classes Begin Sept. 9, 7:30 pm
Canterbury Chapel 425 University NE
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By Terry England
Now that J)oonesbury is a
<ll
b.O prize-winner, the creator has
p, been basking in the light of fame
and fortune.
No longer does the strip just
concern itself with Mike
Doonesbury's pathetic attempts
to get a girl into bed. No longer
does the strip just concern itself
with
Megaphone
Mark's
disorganized protests. Now
Garry Trudeau has free reign to
move about where ever his muse
takes him.
This is not to say 'rrudeau has
given up completely on Yale and
that hollowed institution's
denizen's, but people off-campus
provide more meat for the grin·
der than does Yale.
Part of the new meat is
American Somoa and Hunter S.
Thompson. What do American
Somoa and Hunter S. 1'hompson
have in common, you ask? Well Hunter S. Thompson, he writes
you may asl1, because only for the Rolling Stone. You may
Trudeau could tind anything in know him better as Raul Duke,
common b1~twN•n the two.
author of several "Fear &
Adually, of course, Trudeau Loathing" pieces. Thompson is
dot•s not actually call his ('artoon good at !<'ear & Loathing. So
~hara<:tt•r Hunter S. 1'hompson.
good, a new style of journalism
This kP~>ps Trudeau away from was horn. It is called gonzo jourpnssibl\' lilwl, and st•rves to let nalism (after a name suggested
Trud!':m's imagination g!'t away. by Thompson himself). The style
With the mom•y, probably.
is pl'rsonal, describing all th~> litIn cas~ vou'rp not familiar with tl\' things around an E.'vent as well
-=--- -----........ as tht• evl'nt itsl'lf. Reads lih ficThursday
tion, most of it, making some of it
interesting, some of it hullshit.
Samoa is a little island just
Sambizanga
south of the equator in the Paeific
Ocean. It serves no military func·
1972. Angola. Directed tion (unless the Unitl'd States

ro

"'

ever
decides
to
invade
Australia), has no industry except a tuna canning factory (the
best tuna comes out of the Atl:_ml'HAfRAIP

:l Sfltt.IJON'r

tic) and contributes nothing to
the gross national product, except soldiers.
Into all this enters Duke, uncle
to Zonker and sometimes writer
for Yawn Wenner's rock paper.
Trudeau had never been to
Samoa (he says) before, so he
was guessing as to what it looked
like.
Enter a third figure, Nicholas
Von Hoffman. He is also a journalist, but does not write in the
gonzo style, preferring to stick .
instead to the style of wellpolished journalists.
Since "Uncle Duke" and
"Yawn Wenner" are based on
Rolling Stone characters, what
better way to do an article on
American Samoa than to send
Garry Trudeau to Samoa? Von
Hoffman also went along,
probably as a tourist. The result
is the article that appears in the
August 28 issue (no. 194).
"Garrybaldi" is what Hoffman
calls Trudeau for reasons not
clear to me. At any rate, Hoffman
says the reason they went was so
Trudeau could see first hand
what he had been writing and
drawing about for several months. "Today's responsible journalist demands that you have
your facts right, if not before you
got to print, at least afterward."
Pretty picky, that's all I got to
say.
The article seals with their adventures in a foreign land. Samoa
is as foreign as you can get
because of the customs of the
people. Like the holy hour of Sa,

where nobody is allowed to make
noise, not even the Americans.
This drives Americans crazy
because Americans are not used
to taking an hour (or 15 minutes
in this case) off and do nothing,
And they dast call themselves
civilized.
Some of the things they learned about Samoa are seen in the
present series of strips. One sot
deals with a Somoan football
player who wears a skirt. The
skirt is traditional garb in
Samoa, called a Lava-lava.
However, when the player comes
to Yale to play the front-four
position, the captain of the team
has a hard time getting used to
the lava-lava. But the Samoan Is
such a good player he is even·
tually accepted. Even to the ex·
tent of holding out for more
money. In college yet.
What bothered Hoffman a
great deal, was the way Trudeau
had .the governor's mansion pic·
tured in his drawings. "The
veranda, like the Government
House itself, looked almost exac·
tly like Uncle Duke's, which was
disconcerting because Garry had
drawn it without ever seeing a
picture of Samoa. Those late·
show movies starring Ronald
Colman and Tyrone Power in the
colonies were accurate."
At the end of the Rolling Stone
article was a blurb saying that an
expanded article will be
published this fall under the
same title.
There will always be a Samoa
somewhere.
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by Sarah Maldoror. The
most powerful feature
film to come out of
Africa - the story of a
poor woman searching
for her jailed husband.
I

I"1

Friday &
Saturday

l!

No-w

Long or Short
Thick or Fine
Curly or Straight

I

Public affairs programming was accomplished by news int~rviews, station commentaries, local interview and discussion
programs, and numerous network public affairs programs. Subjects and participants were dependent upon problems existent
at the time and the availability of competent spokesmen.
Positive efforts were made to broadcast contrasting viewpoints
on controversial issues.

General Store

Paraphenalia
Clothing

Love, SEX, Marriage

THREE Week Series on I•' RID A Y Evenings

''LOVE: Is it the REAL thing?"
part rr---- sept. ~

HONORS CENTER LOUNGE .
(HUMANITIES BLDG.- 151 FLOOR)
Campus Crusade for Christ International

It
i

::1
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This week, you can watch television in the SUB
while killing time between classes. Most people
say you kill time when you watch TV anyway, but
let's forget about that for now .
The television in question here is not tuned in to
any particular channel. It is hooked up into a VTR
machine. That is t'o say, the shows presented are
on tape. One is called "TV Madness" and the other
is the first of the Flash Gordon Serials.
"TV Madness" is a series of clips from various
television shows and commercials. The editing
was done without any particular idea in mind. An
example is the Cisco Kid portion. There is too
much of it, evidently because whoever produced
the show liked it from his childhood.
Some of the most banal things ever seen on real
1'V arfo' in the program. One of the funniest parts is
eith!'r a commercial for or a show sponsored hy
General Electric. It. involves a woman and a man--
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'' who is a refrigerator salesman- carrying on a
romance in front of an open refrigerator. "Pull out
the shelf for me, please, darling." "This is the ice
tray. Just flip the tray over, and you have all the
ice you need. I love you,"
The Flash Gordon tape is the usual Hollywood
version. Bad lines, bad acting, bad special effects.
The story is the one just completed in the ,Journal
strips, about the planet Mongo and its evil ruler,
Ming. And all these years I thought Dale Ard(•n
was a brunette. ·

In its own defense, KGGM argues that the points contested by the
Alian7.a are not "significant issues." In the Regulation, the station
management said they ran· a telephone survey of 140 Spanishsurnamed people selected from the telephone directory. "Of the 70
responses (says KGGM) the top-ranked problem was drugs ... Spanishsurnartl<'d persons have, at the present time, substantially the same
conrrrns as the Anglo majority, and KGGM-TV has pledged to cover
these in its future programming."
KGGM-TV also states "In an effort to provide news of its entire
coverage area, KGGM-TV continues to Mnd its reporters to Eastern
Arizona, S.outhern Colorado, and to all areas of New Mexico for onthe·s<·ene reports." On the subject of public affairs programming,
KGGM defended itself with this statement:

\

$1.00
SUB Theatre

zn>

n>

Defense

Another bone of contention between CEETRUTH and KGGM is the
ld "Captain Billy" show. CEETRUTH questioned the educational
value
of the show, and KGGM calls it educational and instructional.
__,.,, ....
An affidavit signed by Stretch Scherer, who played Captain Billy, he
ays the show stressed the "importance of honesty, humane treatp;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;:;::;::;::;::;~~ en t of 's h ipmate' pets , t he joy of hel pin g on e another .. ,"
"Captain Billy" was a children's show on KGGM that ran cartoons
nd other child-oriented shows. CEETRUTH contends the shows
·ere commercial in nature and not good for little children,
~GGM was also accused by CEETRUTH of changing the
es1gnation of .. Captain Kangaroo" from entertainment to
ducational. "These and other corrections are said to be unresponsive
o petitioners' allegations that there are no local instructional
gricultural, or religious programs."
'
"The stations' attempt to respond with conclusions from a random
elephone survey of members of the Mexican-American community to
he effect that the problems and needs of this particular group to
hose of t))e 'Anglo' majority is inadequate."
The continuing saga will continue in this column.

Plants
High Times
and More

--]

<0

)<I

Actually, I don't think the aim of the Alianza or CEETRUTH is to
take over the station.
I say that because I don't think they would know what to do with it
if they got it. What they are after is a better television station. Since
talk usually results in nothing, license renewal is an excellent way of
getting results.
The argument as presented by the Alianza (as it appea·rs in PriceFisher Radio Regulation) is that the station "failed adequately to serve the community and, as a result, has fostered and encouraged racial
prejudice and discrimination."
CEETRUTH states in their petition that KGGM does not have any
"programming of a specifically local, public interest nature (appearing) in the composite week logs." CEETRUTH uses evidence
gathered by the group to show that KGGM has not programmed for
the Albuquerque area; instead depending on network feed to provide
programs.
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Purpose

Captain Billy

~
Hair! ~
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TV madness
Continues In SUB

By TERRY ENGlf.\N•'.}

~
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Continuation of thP programs dPpends, likE• a lot
of things around this University, on the benPvOll'n·
C~> of the ASUNM Senate. If the bill passl'd last
night, morP and different shows will he SPen. But
if the bill failed, then it may end before it starts.
Student Activities is running the programs, and
eomments should be aimed at them.
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PEC Presents

ROD STEWART
ANDFACES
WITH SPECIAL GUESTS

AMBROSIA

i

I
N
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~

Saturday, September 13th
8:00 p.m.
Johnson Gym

~

~

TicketR $6.50, $5.50 to StudentR

~

~

~

Locations,~

SCB Box Office, Gold SL Circus Records, Ram
~
Natural Sound II, Albuquerque Ticket Agency, &
l't
·
Candv l\fan

~
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Garcia, Wheeler T~~-Southern Net Circuit
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By Jo Lopez

.
Practice for UNM's tennis
team begins this week, but many
of the Lobo netters have been
practicing since last seaso.n's
end. Two of these never-endmg
tennis players are local talent,
Tim Garcia and Gary Wheeler.

tournament was another Lobo,
freshman Ronnie Wheeler, Gary's brother.
. ,
The junior Wheeler 1sn t t~e
only team member to fall to h1s
coach. Garcia, a sophomore, fell
toRus sell in the semifinals of the
New Mexico CloseO. Tournament
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The two Albuquerqueans just
competed in the El Paso Open
Tournament Labor Day
weekend. Garcia advanced to t~e
semifinals, but lost there, "":bile
Wheeler lost in the quarterfmals
to the Lobo's new coach, Tim
Russell. Also competing in that

held in Albuquerque ln late July.
Both Garcia and Wheeler felt the
fact that Russell was thmr coach
did not affect their game much.
"If anything, it would have
made me play better," Garcia
said. "I just wanted to kill the
guy. "

Gf3ETEhic
art

SUPPLIES

Acetate & papers
Color separation & Overlays
FORMATT {CHARTPAK/LETRASET
CASTELL & KOH-1-NOOR pens
Retouch & Illustrators Colors
Chart & Graphic tapes
Spray fixatives/portfolios

Lfi"GELLS

2_5_1....:0-C-ENTRAL AVE. S.E., ALBUQUERQUE
TELEPHONE (505)266-3211
N.M. 87106

Lob·os Predicted To Take Third

One thing the guys didn't like
disadvantage" playing against
Wheeler said it was "just like
about
the South was the
playing anyone else. I play him Garcia "because he's a good tenweather. "The · humidity was
,
.
all the time in practice games, so nis player."
After the South Carolina something like 80 per cent every
it was no big thing." Russell,
day," Garcia said. "After th;eeQr ·
Wheeler and Garcia have all ad- Open, ·the two traveled to four matches, you'd turn mtQ a .
mitted to being good friends, Wilmington, S. C., where the water faucet. Sometimes you had ·
although they often try to kill doubles were rained out, but to wear three or four different ·
each other. on the tennis courts, Garcia managed to make it to the
shirts in one match."
. .
whether it be for fun or real com- semifinals in singles.
Wheeler said he felt like he
Garcia held the No. 5 smgles
petition.
was
"drenched in a swimming
Prior to these tournaments, position for the .Lobos d~ring the pool" most of the time. "When it
Garcia and Wheeler were busy past season endmg ~p w1th !119-7 rained it could get on your ner·
competing in the southern cir· singles marh wh1le wheeler ·ves, because you had to sit out a
cuit. Garcia began his ventures played the No. 6 spot with a 16-8 half hour or so before you could
when. he traveled to Alabama record.
right after competing in the Ne~
Mexico Open in late May. Then It
was on to the NCAA tournament
in Corpus Christi,. Texas b~f?re
returning to circmt competition
in Georl!ia, North Carolina and
"""vnn Bjorkland used to run the forested Jemez Mts. Now
South Carolina.
has relegated herself to a blander UNM campus. She
Wheeler competed in the New
m•-·~'"'"pep up a fledgling women's track team.
Mexico Open before competing in
the Grasshopper Invitational in
-. '·'
San Antonio, before joining Garcia at the NCAA tourney and the
rest of his southern tour.
Their most rewarding experience together fo; the entire
circuit was probably m the South
By Tim Gallagher
Carolina Open in Greenville,
the two have run together ever
where the twosome advanced to
Lynn Bjorkland "just likes to since. On any afternoon one can
the quarterfinals in doubles. The
"
see Lynn and her brother or Matt
Lynn, a biology major in her Segura, also a Lobo cross6-1 Garcia and 5-11 Wheeler
played No. 1 doubles for the
year at UNM, will probably country man, joining the
Lobos last season and had the
for the Lobo women's track multitudes jogging around Johnbest doubles record of the team.
in the spring. She will also son field. She runs from ten to fifThey said they enjoy playing
for the New Mexico In- teen miles a day.
with each other.
'""'""·•nn~• Track Club, which is
Lynn finished twentieth in an
"We get along together," said
almost all-male field in the La
Wheeler. "We can communicate
Luz -trail run this year. The race
with each other which is imis a grueling, seven-mile uphill
portant in doubles; plus we have.
climb up the west side of the SanPholD by Jo Lope:
fun playing."
.
dia
Mountains. Lynn said she will
Tim Garcia, a tough Lobo sophomore, is in usual good form.
Garcia said he "can play w1th
"probably enter the race next
almost anybody, but you got to
year too."
play with somebody you get
formed by her former
Lynn ''isn't sure" if she will try
Although they had no great play again. It affects your .game
City Dashers coach. Lynn, to make the United States Olymalong with. Gary and I play real
victories, Garcia and Wheeler lot," he said.
is from Los Alamos, usually
well together," he said.
About the NCAA corno,~tit.ion.llf,;."-' the longest distance in a
Lynn "isn't sure" if she will try
The two were on opposite sides felt they got something out of
·
playing
the
circuit.
"It
was
Garcia
said
that
was
"the
c
either
3000
or
5000
meters.
to
make the United States Olymof the court when they met in the
great,"
said
Wheeler.
"I
really
of the season. That's where
Mark Bjork land, Lynn's pic squad, but there is a
semifinals of the doubles competition in the New Mexico got a lot of experience, and got to get a name, and make a
also runs for UNM. possibility she might be in Mon·
1" he
runs for the cross-country trea1next year.
Closed tourney.
Garcia was see and compete against some of credit for your sc h oo,
Garcia won in the first
and was influential in
After her college track career
teamed with a New Mexico State the same people that played in
the
NCAA."
the NCAA tournament, only
n's career. "My brother Lynnisnotsurewhatshewilldo,
High School champion, Woody
"It was fun," said Garcia. lost to Big Ten Singles
me to run with him one day but one thing is for certain, she
Supple, while Wheeler had
I just liked it,' said Lynn. said she will be running "for the
Jack Kennedy on his side. Garcm "Your rookie year is a hard year, Francisco Gonzales, in
and Supple topped the match. 7- but I got better as I went along. I
11'
had a great summer. Played lots to the round of 16 and was
6, 6-4.
.
"'There is an advantage m of good tennis, saw lots of c'!te an All-American. Garcia said
playing against a, gu;y you'ye girls." Garcia is already plannmg was "disappointed" in his
played with before, smd Garma. to compete in the Satellite Cir- "Gonzales is tough, but I
"You know all his shots." cuit next summer in New York have won that one."
Garcia had teamed with
Wheeler said it was "m9re of a State.
Lobo Mik-e Huffman in
doubles to advance to at least
second round of doubles.
and Huffman were WAC
pions last year, the first for
since 1968.

Marathon Bjorkland
'Just Likes To Run'

D:.

ACROSS FROM JOHNSON GYM
3600 4th St. at Candelaria
PHONE 344-5002

UNM's football team was
picked to finish No. 3 in the
Western Athletic Conference by
theW AC-touring Skywriters
this week, and Lobo quarterback
Steve Myer was picked to be the
offensive player of the year.
Football Coach Bill Mandt said
he "appreciated the confidence"
the Skywriters had in New
Mexico's team, but it does not
make "an awful lot of difference
what anyone thinks at the beginning of the season. What matters
is how the season turns out." He
said, "Of course, this would help
the other teams get ready to play
us, and not be unprepared for
us."
Myer is being mentioned as an
All-American candidate because
of his No. 1 in the nation quarterback rating last season before
he had knee surgery midway
through the season. Mondt said
"again that's just a guess, but I
think Steve has the ability to
gain that honor the Skywriters
gave him."
The
Skywriters
picked
Arizona to top the WAC and
Arizona State to be No. 2. Mondt
had told the Skywriters that he
felt Arizona State would come
out ahead of Arizona because of
its "great defense. The offense is
what hurt t them last year, but I
think their coach has
straightened that out this year,"
he added.
Mandt said the race for the
WAC title would be "real close."
He said Brigham Young,
Colorado State and of course
New Mexico have a good shot at
the title.

The Skywriters also voted
New Mexico the team that "most
changed their minds than any
other team. We seemed to have
made more of an impression on
them," Mandt said.
The Lobos held a short scrim-

mage Wednesday afternoon. A
scrimmage will be held tonight at
7:30 p.m., the first nighttime
scrimmage and last big scrimmage to be held before the Lobos
open their season against Fresno
State September 13, also at 7:30
p.m.

Net Players Tour
(Gonfinuc>d rrom pngt' 10)

Wheeler lost in his first round
at the NCAA, but was glad he
· competed in it.

.
· Photo by ,Jo Lope;,

Gary Wheeler toured the
South with UNM teammate,
Tim Garcia. Gary's brother,
Ron, is also a Lobo.

Both Garcia and Wheeler are
looking forward to the upcoming
season, playing higher positions,
improving their records, winning
WAC and going all the way at the
NCAA. They also have high
hopes with Tim Russell as their
coach.
"I think Tim could help our
tennis program," Garcia said.
"He could help to raise money
from the local people for the
program. He's a local kid. He
grew up here and went to the
University." Wheeler said
Russell "is a better tennis
player." He knows more about
tennis, the mental part of the
game," and that would help the
team he said.
Wheeler, 21, has been playing
tennis since he was 11, and Garcia, 19, since he was a sophomore
in High Sc~ool. they both seem
dedicated to the game. Wheeler,
a transfer from New Mexico
State as a freshman, has two
more years of colle~e eligibility
while Garcia has three. Before
this collegiate season begins, you
can be sure they will enter a few
more tournaments which Russell
is encouraging. Russell will not
h.ave to encourage too much.
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Cry Wolf
Knows It
Do you have an off-the-wall
question about UNM sports?
Does Lobo athletic trivia invoke
whispered "I didn't know that's"
fromyourlips.IfsoletDelJones
in his column Cry Wolf solve
your hardest questions. Just try

s~~dr~nd.G~z~~wwt ~~w~a~s~w~h~e~n~L~y~n~nw~a~s~1~3~~an~d~~r~e~~~~of~m~y~li~fu~-~"~~~~~~~~t;o;~;u;m~p;h;~~-~~~~~~~

In. Concert
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BIG
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Jewish High Holiday
Serviees on Campus
Students, Faeulty, Staff
Cordially Invited

BELLS
$14.50

lobo

l'
I

men~

.

I

. I

),

shop

'

i

2120 Central SE

I

I

First Day Rosh Hashonah: (Alumni Chapel)
Sep't. 5, 7:30p.m.
Sept. 6, 9:00 a.m.
Second Day Rosh Ilashonah: (250-C SUB)
Sept. 7, 9:00a.m.
Yom Kippur (Alumni Chapel)
Sept. 14, Kol Nidre, 6:30 p.m.
Sept. 15, 9 a.m.-7:45p.m .
01" con tact local congl"egations
of the JCC (266-5641

243-6954
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JERRY·JEFF WALKER
and the Lost Gonzo Band
eold beet•

I

I

!

BRIDGE
CLUB

Friday Sept.l2, 1975
.
8:30p.m.
Civic Auditorium

Advance Tickets on sale at:
SRO Ticket Office
Riedlings
Antonio's - Winrock
Gold St. Circus Records
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NOW Being Formed

Meeting

Thursday Night

7 p.m.
2nd Floor of
the SUB Ballroom
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Th" New Mt~Xi<'o WIH'(~Imtln uro scheduling
birycle rides Clvcry Sunday <It 9 a.m. 'rhere is l\
two·hour, slow paced ride nnd a four· hour ride for

C1>

more ex pcr[<>nccd riders. The starting point, is

.2:$
r:JJ

Pop~." joy Hall on the llNM campus. For further m·
fo, call Ri~hard Mf'tzlcr,277-2544.

Reci'Uitmen~

GSA el('cUon filing

•

•

new clutch, real jewel, $3500,345-0582.

PAS.sPORT .-InENTIFICA'fiON pt;~~;:-Lo~
prices in lawn! Fast, pleasing, Near UNM, Cn!l
265·2444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd N E.

1972 DA1'"SUN 510, 4 speed, AM Radio, 2 door,

SR·ll CALCULATOR for sale call 345-5232.

tfn

-··-·----··
.
FAMOUS QUIVIRA BOOKSl!OP nnd Photogcaph

--~-·

•o

"

PREGNANT AND NEED HELP't You have fricn·

ds.w~-~~~-l-,~~~~~!.,~~~9!~_9._ _ _ ~-~
HAVE YOU EVER jusl needed someone to listen'!
AGORA 277-3013.NW corner Mesa Vista.
9/5

-2~--- LOST &FOUND

I<'OtiNi> 'QN-~~;-ti1 -~~pus, ;;-~-~u·ti~t· brush;;i~
ba-g, 8/26. Cn!1277-2548 or 277·6109.

9/5

IA)ST;· Ilr:u8-0BN!M ~Wa!lell)(~t~~.;n-UNM &

Columbia. Nc<'cl cards insidl' despernl<'ly. Reward.
L~~V_l' m_essag~ ~l ~~~o-~~i-~~.}3~~~arro~]!aH .....
l''OliND: CH.lJCIFIX on Sigma Chi house lawn.
ld<'ntify and dnim, Gnry 296-0197.
9/5

i~oST: r~-EMAl.~~ G-R-EYHOiiND~-~~-;;~p~~S/2"6.

Call ~~mlwr on t_a¥s o~ ~~5·53~!·_24~~~~9.:... _. --~ ?!~

. F0\1 ND: Laili('.1 watt'b belwN•n Scholes & Ortega
9/2.Cal\H81·7884:lfh•r2_1?_~~·- --.. - - _ _ 9/10
LOST:-- ~ull gro~n male husky around lTniversity.
Bl;trk and~-~~~:- I~~~~-! ~n118.~~~9_?~·-- __ --· 9/5
I.os•r GRAY ADUt.T male cat since 8/28. Pleas£'

Columbilt SE.
ront:lcl, 413
--· ......,-_----,- ---· ----=--:-:-·-

_-.~-:--.:~-::

9/4

____ :_--;.

------

4.

FORRENT
-- .. -

---.

·---------~~~-----

~'EMALE ROOMMATE WANTED: shnr. 3·
bedroom houRe, 1/3 rent, utilities, d.d., Chris 247·
8257 ('Venings.
9/5
-------~

---- -------

THE CI'l'ADEL APARTMENTS- An apartment
complex for the young and the young aL heart.
Rents slurl at $135. l.arge swimming pool. Ef·
fic-iC'ncies & 1-bdrm available, furnished or un·
furnishzd. Walking distance to UNM. 152°/o
~~.:!.s.i~~~-~ 243·~_!l94.
9/12

5.

FORSALE

-

NF.I•;D l-~XTRA MONr-:Y'l Hand Stilch Coop
n('(•ds you. St•!l your hnnd·madc clothing, crafts.
2000 Central Sl·~.
9/8

CHEAP TRANHPORTATION! 150 mpg! Ideal ror
student. KTM motorized bir.•yc\e. 345·5232.
9/8
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Cl,ASSICAI, Gl~iTAR 1NS1'RUC1'10N, Tom
Jlris\o(' 247 81H7.
9/8
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I,AW SCilQ()J, ADMISSION Test O<L 11.
Ptl'p<trt• now, ('al1 Professional Educators of N<'w
Mexic<llrlt>. '2.55 1904.
•
9/29
..
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-----·----·-·-·--

PI\KBAI,I.ETiGRrJATIVE MOVEMENT thcu
advanred ballct, yoga, jazz, music dynamic~. Mor·
ning. aftcrnonn, t'Vt>ning rlasses. Kra!;{Off Scl10o1
of Fi'1(> Art'>~ 24 yl'nrs in Albuquerque. 265·8150.
9/4
. ·----·-··
----~---MIDDU~ EASTgRN BELLY Dance taught by
M:1rjorh• at AD'l' Studio, 805 Tij('rns NW, 2·12·
O!i17,247-1M30.
9/4
. ----·.
IU~AL 1-:S'r.ATI-i REMlNAH for home buyt-rs.
Learn about C(JRlract~. financing and hom~ value.
Mondays 7:30 prn. $1.50 or $2.ri0 for rouplC"s.
Univr-rsity Rr-alty, 3420 I.omaR. 266-9717.
915
Gt·~TTiNu
Our ~~~- OV('~hrad s;ve~
you morwy on invitatioM, napkins. and wedding
photograpl1y. Creative Servi-ces Ltd. 299-7930.

--. --·-···

-

-

MARinEr);,-

9/16
MIME and TAP workshops, "all Mime Ex:
p<'riment., rhildrl'n·adulls. 842-1080.9/8

r'
I

weekly. C<11l Judy Kapkc at 268-2121 or 831-5350,
9/10
NAIMA YRAM WIIJL Deily dance for your
celebration! Also, lecture·demonslrations, in·
struction (specializing in advanced technique}.
265·1834,
9/10

-.
--~~----,.-----··------~ HOllSI-: 3-bdr, 1-bath, garage, $22,000, $3000
down, 877 15G7.
9/8

3. .SERVICES

I

CJULDCARE in my home, fenced yard, ncar
UNM and Presbyterian Hospital, $18 to $20

•o_., ______ , -

·-·--~----~----•·--•

-·-

750 SUZUDI 1973. New chain, tire~. sprockets,

~~lng_!_9?~;_ca.~~o-~-~~~~:~- __ -----~~ 9/~
COKE FREAKSl 7 oz. bollle vending machine.

~:!~ ~.osl~-~~~.:!~h~ 2~!:~4J~:---~" -----~~~

QUAD MUSIC SYSTEM: PannsOnic recieiver,
Pinn('{•r turntable, Dyn01co speakc>rs. Two.years

~~~~. ~~_!?~n_:II!:_~:~_OO; ask~~2_0~. 842·?~3?] ~__!!~
197t CHALLENGER with AM-FM, 8 track
stereo. 256·0925 after .J. $1000.
9/·1

---- ~· -·--· ~~-=---------------- ~ -------

20 POI\1'ABE TV'' $30-$60, 441 Wyoming NE.
2555987.
10/22
MEN'S TEN SP~:go Bike $85. 256·946'7 mornings
aftf.'r 8:30.
9/4
21"·-col,OR-CONSOLE.·w .. col~; 1 lorlabl;:Art-~-;

~- ~~-~~~es~_c_a~~-~~2-~~~~i:_-·---·--9-~~
tHL l\..bl'~~·

t.owest pr1ce!i ana largest. setectJon of
the fim•sl Europ{•an makes. R.C. Hallett's World
Champion Bicycles, 2122 Coal PI SE. 843·9378.

~)p('n til9__?__:~=· _

_ ______.:~

ANTlQUE FURNITURE. vintage clothing, quilLs,
lots of mis~dlaneous. Silver Sunbeam Antiques.
3409 CentralNE.
9/5
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OLDTOWN

New Mexico

•

DAILY

.BRIDGE
CLUB

Cha:t•te:J,"ed
Student
Organizations%

TWIN-BED including frame, headboard, mattress, springs. 242{1560.
9/9

Custom bln~k·nnd-white processing printing.
Fine.gnin or push processing of film. Conlact
sheets or custom proofs. High quality enlargements, mounting, etc, Advice, if asked. Call 205·2444
orcomelo l717Girard BlvdNE.
tfn

•-•o - - - - · - - - · - - - - - • - ' " " - - - -

9/9

36,000 miles, very good condition 293-7888 week·
days, 8 a.m.-5 p.m. or 881-0609 after 5 p.m. and
weekends $1900 or best,
9/9

PHOTOGRAPHY ENTHUSIAS'r, students!

• •

The Students Council fo• Exceptional Children is
holding a picnic to welcome all special ed. students
for thil f~ll semester. It will be in the Sam:li~s,
directions on the bulletin boa,rd in the basement of
the College of Education, Sunday, Sept. 7 at. 1:00
p.m. Admission free.

-

Gallery is 1/2 block from Johnson Gym on Cornell.
Special order S!}rvice.
tfn
CUSTOM U!!rRA·SON!C DRILLING. Cut
cabs-drilled nuggets, Student discount. J&.ll
Stones, 108 Morningside NE, ph 268·9598.
9/9

.

The entry deadline for women's intramural
powder puff football has been extended unlil
Tuesday, Sept, 9, Turn in entries at the intramurals office, Johnson Gym, rm. 230.
'

9/9

HANG GLIDER-Skysport-red, while, &
blue-many Xtras-Jay 265-9472,
9/9

----··

<

•

•

------------·'5S.TR·3 BOPY restored, engine overhauled, ox

~

1. . PERSONALS

Makers of-Hand Mclde Indian Jewelry

ASUNM, Applications can be picked up at the
SUB, rm. 242,

9/5

Marron Hnll room 131 or by mail to:
Classifi~d Advt•rlising, UNM Box 20,
Albll(!Uerqu<', N .M.
87131.

Las Campanas will meet Sunday, Sept. 7 nt 8:00
(officers 7:30) in the Corner lounge of" De Vargas
between house II and III downstairs.

'

• • •
Positions at·e now open for voter registrars with

'
doadling for

;::-:.;::;··;,:-;:-;:-;:-::·:=:=::-:.;::=:=:=:=:=:=;;- CONVE::tSATIONAL FRENCH dnssc,, 24g-3327.

Rall.'n: 15 cents per word per day, one dollar
minimum. Advertisemenls run five or more
consNulive dnys with no changes, nine con·
Ls per word per day, (no refunds if cancelled
before rive inser~ions). Classified nd·
V('rtist"menls must be paid in advance.

_- Oov•:red'·
. "W"a_go.n ·

Chicano Studies is having an opl;!n house Sept. 5
beginning at 10 a.m. Refreshments und live music,

preside!ll and
chairperson is Wcdnefiday, Sept, 10. Info at GSA
offices.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

.' .

Tho Simulations Association will hold its first
gaming session of the nnr·Sunday, Sept. 12 a~
noon in lbe SUB rm. 231A&B, Elections will be
held.

day ror all Chicanos interested in at~
tending IJaw School will be held at the Law School
Saturday, Sept. 6 from 9·12a.rn.

'fhe UNM Chess Club will meet '!'hursdny at
7:00p.m. in the SUB rm. 231. U.S, junior champion Spencer Lucas will play all comers in a
simullnneous exhibition.

.

• •

'l'he UNM Folksong Club will hold its first
meeting Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in the SUB rm.
250A.

Students who do not wish their names and ad·
dresses printed in the .St1,1dent Directory should
make a written request to the Vico Prvsit.lcnt for
Rtudenls Affairs, fm. 161, Scholes Hall by Sept.
26.

UNM Senate Broke Again?

Controversy Sparked Over General Fund

Pick up Re-Charting
Packets in your Mail
boxes, by the
ASUNM offices

FANTAS'riC HOUSE SALE. TV $50, eleelric
heater $10. Hnnd mixer $10. Girl's bike-needs
work $5, Mattress $5, sunlamp $5, dishes, clothes,
books, albums, Everything goes. 100 Columbia SE
No.3, 255-2039,
9/9

NIKKOR-N AUTO 1:2.8 f/24mm. wide angle
lens/ Nikon F body (older model) with Nikon
Leather cnmern case. $150 or best offer, Come by
309 Harvard SE or leave message. Miguel,
9/4
SALE aL SII,VER SUNBEAM ANTIQUES.
Women's & Men's clothing $1·$3 ench, 3409 Cen·
Lrai NE.
9/4
----·-~~--

6.

EMPtOYMENT

------------

CLOWNS Nr.;EOED to work Saturdays. Call
?.a,_r_r Barker e~·.('~ngs ~~1-3906,
9/B
PART TIME and full Lime job available! Sales,
warehouse al La Belle's Disl. Clerical positions
ar{' open now through Christmas ror eager ccillegc
students. Applications are being neccpted during
regular store hours. Apply nt La Belle's, 4920
Menaul.
9/15

The disagreement rests with
computations used by the
off'icials to define the SEnate's
funds (the money froi11
the body can allocate),
Wilson said the fund stood at
$33,000 after last spring's
election, leaving $16,500 to
spent during each of the full and
semesters. He said Senate
~llo,;atc~d $7243 last spring and
$11,119 this past
\Vcdnesday thus making it $2000

NE-ED-REI~iAfli~E·p~.~~-n-· t;d-;-h-o~;~~ork&

some babysitting Tuesdays & WednC'sdays, 12:00·
9:00pm, $•10/w(.•ck. Univl•rsily ar{'a, Call Chris
Jones, 277 ·3930, 842·8137.
9/4
TYPESET'riNG AND LAYOUT pnste-up ex·
perience needed (or good steady part·timc work at
Dataro. Call John, 243·2841.
9/9
WAITRESS WANTED: pnrl time or full timl'.
Apply
at
Ned's,
4200
Central
SE.
Hn

\\II,

Rucker, however, said -the
ics spent last spring have
ljl!lireacly been accounted for. As of

PART TIME JOB, graduate studt•nts only. Af·
tcrnoons & cvt•ning.s. Must be abli! to work Friday
& Saturday nights. Must be 21 years old. Apply in
p('rson, no phone ralls please. SaVE' Wa)' lJiquor
Stores, 5704 I.omas NE, 5516 Mcnaul NE.
9/19

8.

ASUNM
this fall, he said, Senate had $24,000
to spend during the next two
semesters. This would mean after
the Senate spent $11,119
Wednesday night, it would still
have about $900 to allocate this
semester before it reaches the

MISCELLANEOUS

---------ARTS AND CRAFTS common market, 219 Rio
---~-~

Br~tvo, Space available every Saturday and Sun
day for artisls,eraftsmen, palters and silvl'r·

~~i_:h~'>· Se_ll din·~ t~o-'~-~~~~~?_!·~~~---~~~
BE I'HACTICAI., ycl live W<'ll. Buy this 14 x 60
mobil(' home in Four Hills. It can b£' paid in just
four years at $115 monthly with $1400 down or
lrad[", Owner 296·5060.
918

~ ©rn~

from Santa Fe to UNM. M·T·W. 988·5709.

9/4

·-----~·-

DRIVgR WITH CAR needed for elderly couple.
Terms ancl time to be decided. Tel266o6763.
9/0
FREE GRAY TABBY kitten has shots and is
house broken. Cal\242·4574 or 247-9931.
~/4
---"-~---~

-·

By Kathy Perovich

.--------· ---

I

I

New Mexico Daily LobO
Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico
Daily Lobo
time{s) beginning
, under the heading
(circle one): 1. Personals; 2.' Lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. ·For Rent; \:).
For Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Travel 8. Miscellaneous.·

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

Classified Advertising J:lates
15¢ per word, $1.00 minimum charge
Terms Cash in advance

':'

Marron Hall, Room 132

\;'

[I

L.~

Telephone

Enclosed $ -~~·Placed by-~--·------ - ·-

.

~--·-

-

~·~··-----

-'"

I

$12,000 ceiling.
"There seems ~o be a basic
misunderstanding here," Rucker
said. "The political logic behind
Alan's position is undeniable, but
the economic situation is something
else."
The treasurer said the reserve
fund this fall started with $24,000,
meaning Senate could spend about
$12,000 during the semester.
"They could spend even more,
but that would be cutting the
reserve fund really close if the

Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

spring projections fall short," he
said. "The $12,000 spending line is
a reasonable cushion."
Rucker siad "theoretically, the
reserve fund could be totally
allocated in one night. In reality,
there are always unexpected bills to
.
look out for.
"The practice of' splitting the
fund in half has always been a
'gentleman's agreement' in the
past," he said. "Senate could hold
back $10,000, $12,000 or $20,000
for next semester if it wanted.

Alan's spending limit is as valid as
any other."
Based on his computation of the
reserve fund, Alan Wilson said the
Senate had already overspent.
"It's very clear you can't deficit
sp~nd with state and University
money," he said.
Wilson said the student activity
fee is stale money and this
semester's activity fee monies have
been spent.
·
He said more money would be
available for next semester's Senate
(after students pay their spring
activity fee) but he added the money
could not be allocated until then.
"Even if we could find a way to
get around the restriction, I don't
think we should," he said.
The president said he would
veto any appropriation bill passed
by Senate (with the exception of
bills to cover the costs of the
upcoming ASUNM special and
regular elections), and he also said
he would veto some of the
appropriation bills passed by
Senate WEdnesday night.
"Senate won't be allowed to
spend any more money this
semester," he said. "Any
forthcoming bills and any that have
been referred to committee at this
time can't go through."
Wilson said it was "bad this had
to happen because there were many
good programs left to fund.
(Continued on page 8)

Program Heads Will Work
With Evaluation Task Force

:z.•2t SAN PEDRO, N.E.
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MI!XICO 87' 10

WANTED PERSON to share driving-e"penses

I

\"

Get Your Athletic ID at
University ,rhoto Service,
1820 Las Lomas, 9 a.m.-12
noon and 1 p.m.-3p.m.
Monday through Friday. After
Sept. 15, 1975 there will be a
$2 late fee.

'"'.

phnh1

h~

'
P.11 (i.lrhck

ohn Birch Platform:
Red Menace Exists
By Joseph Monahan
Jan Hoopingarner believes Henry Kissinger is a member of the Soviet
police and Kissinger, in order to help the cause of worldwide
nism, engineered much of the Watergate affair so Nelson
'°Ckefel.lcr could accede to the vice-presidency via appointment,
.
The. long and winding road of conspiracy politics unfolds through the
B1rch Society which Hoopingarner coordinates in New Mexico, His
"_on Kissinger and Rocky are not commong, but of course neither are
Birchers.
The society started in 1958 and its size has not grown or diminished,
of the few stable qualities of the group. It's surprising their numbers
not grown since conspiracies seem to be in their heyday with the
assassinations, the CIA, and the FBI not that conspiracy does not
ossit>il" exist in those cases. But the Birchers even frighten away those
prone to the Henry the Commie theory or the 14 ways of losing your
to communism, which include favoring the graduated income tax.
Jan Hoopingarner is a hardcore believer. He has an intense manner that
fo~th an aura of u_rgency, Still you c~nnot help but doubt the sanity
h
l e B1rchers after bemg exposed to their platform,
That platform, as stated by Hoopingarner, is built totally on the
that the U.S. government is colluding with the USSR to turn
(Continued on page 2)

should be organized within two
weeks and will bet;in work immediately.
Thorson said he was considering
a memo he received from Nathaniel
Wollman. dean of Arts and
Sciences, concerning a language
revision in the
·nul memoran-

Several program directors displayed an air of confidence concerning imminent evaluation of
their organization by a task force
proposed by the Faculty Policy
Committee (FPC) and Chester
Travelstead, vice~president for
academic affairs.
Those interviewed expressed a
willingness to cooperate with the
task force, and generally welcome
the re~cvaluation of their respective
programs.
The task force is charged with
the job of "examining the ways in
which new programs are developed
and structurally integraied at the
University."
A memo on the topic by James
Thorson, FPC chairman and·
Chester Travelstead states the task
force "should be composed of some
ten to fifteen faculty members, stu~
dents, and administrators
representing a wide diversity of
fields and interests,"
The memo also states that
j)lwlu h) Lee Welliver
several existing programs will be
Harold
Bailey
subject to -review, including General
Honors, Cultural Awareness, Com~ dum.
Wollman's memo suggests the
puler and Information Science, the
task
force duties include "orderly
Ethnic programs and Women
consideration
of proposals for new
Studies.
programs
and
changes in or
Thorson said the task force,
which will be chosen by the FPC elimination of old programs."

-

'

John Howarth, director of the
honors center, said he did not feel
the honors program, which has
been in existance for 17 years,
would be subject to excessive
scrutiny.
Howarth emphasized the impor~
tant position these special programs
occupy in the University community. Harold Bailey, coordinator
of Afro-American studies, said,
'Tm not afraid of evaluation. I'm
comfortable with the credibility of
Afro-American studies. If they
want'to get rid of us they will have
to give me something constructive.··
Bailey said the task force could
prove to be very constructive and
ideally would be concerned with
strengthening the programs.
Gail Baker, coordinator of the
Womens Center expressed confidence in the current Women
Studies program.
"It is important for the University to study special programs and
this task force will have an impor~
!ant and difficult job," Baker said.
Baker said the present position
of Women Studies in the University
is unsatisfactory and she is hopeful
that the task force will rectify the
situation.
Toby Duran, co·ordinator of
Chicano Studies said he does not
view the task force as a ihreat,
(Continued on page 9)

